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Comment
Seven new diterpenoids, namely tarapacanol A and B, tarapacanone, tarapacol and their acetate derivatives, as well as two diterpenes, 13-epi-manoyl oxide and 12cr-hydroxy-13-epi-manoyl oxide, have been isolated from Grindelia tarapacana Phil. (Asteraceae), and their structural characterizations have been carried out by means of spectroscopic data and chemical correlations (Zhou, Fuentes, Hoffmann & Timmermann, 1995) . These compounds are a group of 13-epi-manoyl oxides with oxygen functions at the C(14) and C(15) positions. Optical-rotation studies favored the 14(S) configuration for these compounds. In order to confirm the structure of this group of compounds and to establish the relative stereochemistry at the C(14) position, X-ray analysis of tarapacol 15-acetate (1) was undertaken. (1) configuration of 13-epi-manoyl oxide (Bower & Rowe, 1967; Demetzos, Harvala & Philianos, 1990; Zdero, Bohlmann & Niemeyer, 1991) . Position 14 has the S configuration. The large value of Beq for 0(4), together with the less pronounced anisotropy of the other atoms of the group, may indicate disorder of the acetoxy moiety. The molecules form chains parallel to the b axis due to hydrogen bonds between O(1) and the H atom on 0(2) of a molecule related by the 21 axis. This intermolecular O(1)...0(2) distance is 2.878 (3) A. Atoms 0(3) and 0(4) of the acetyl group do not participate in the hydrogen-bonding network.
Experimental
Suitable crystals of (1) (m.p. 385-387 K) were grown from acetone by slow evaporation. Specific optical rotation: -15 ° (c= 3.00, chloroform). The IR, MS and NMR data were consistent with the derived structure. The density Dm was measured by flotation in KBr. Colorless, transparent D~ = 1.14 Mg m -3 Dm = 1.13 Mg m -3
Crystal data
As in normal diterpenes, the junction between the two six-membered carbon rings is trans; the junction for the third ring is also trans. The six-membered rings A and B possess slightly flattened chair conformations. The tetrahydropyran ring is in the form of a slightly twisted boat. Since the deacetyl derivative of (1) showed positive optical rotation, the final atomic coordinates of (1) assigned to agree with that expected from the studies of optical rotation (,4, °) 
